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Abstract
Since merchants typically traded between towns, they had to cross legal boundaries on a
regular basis. This article discusses one of the instruments they used in order to deal with the
challenges of legal pluralism, namely the instalment of proxies. The proxy had to be
recognized as a legitimate representative of another merchant and, for that purpose, he
carried with him a procuration letter. These letters look remarkably similar considering that
they were drafted in different towns across Europe. An analysis of the procurations shows
that common rules and norms developed through the constant exchange betweenmerchants
and urban authorities.

Urban authorities have long been providing individuals with official documents. In
the late medieval and early modern period, they quite often issued powers of
attorney that allowed one person to act on behalf of another. Documents called
‘letters of procuration’ functioned as proof that individuals were allowed to repre-
sent the other person. Such documents were employed in various areas of life, for
instance if someone wanted to claim an inheritance from a relative who had died in
a faraway town, or if they wanted to collect the payment of annuities in another city.
Powers of attorney played an important role in many aspects of the life of
premodern towns, but their greatest role was arguably in trade. Because the very
nature of their profession was to buy commodities in one place and sell them in
another, merchants often had to do business in a town other than the one in which
they were currently residing.

Asmerchants became increasingly sedentary during the commercial revolution of
the high Middle Ages, they often authorized another person to act on their behalf if
they needed to transact business in another city.1 As Robert Lopez points out,
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merchants used procurations on a very regular basis: ‘Procuratio was the bonne à tout
faire of medieval business.’2 In fact, proxies were such a common feature of com-
mercial life that researchers in economic history havemostly refrained from studying
them systematically because urban authorities issued so many procurations that the
work needed in order to analyse them seems to be endless.3 Very few studies discuss
procurations from the perspective of urban economic history.4

This article compares procurations from different towns in order to study how the
actors dealt with legal pluralism. Legal pluralism means the intersection of different
sets of legal norms. Applied to premodern times, this plurality typically comprises not
only different law codes issued by towns and rulers, but also contracts between rulers,
privileges or the special jurisdiction by kontors.5 These different legal norms could all
be in force in the same place at the same time, which made navigating them more
difficult than when dealing only with different town laws. Procurations were a
cornerstone of premodern trade, but it is particularly interesting to analyse how they
operated during a time of legal pluralism: letters of procuration were issued by one
urban authority and then typically taken to another city where the proxy presented
the letter as proof that he was legitimately acting on behalf of another person. Since
most towns in premodern times passed their own law codes, procurationswere issued
under one law and had to be recognized under another. This article analyses how a
procuration could fit into different legal spheres; in other words, it discusses what
powers of attorney show us about how merchants and urban authorities dealt with
legal pluralism.6

Since procurations survive inmost urban archives and especially in the archives of
the commercial cities of Europe, this article can only offer a first glimpse into this vast
subject, and put forward a preliminary hypothesis outlining how the actors dealt with
legal pluralism. To understand more fully how procuration worked, it would of
course be helpful to study the problems that arose in connection with the powers of
attorney, such as, for instance, attempts to forge letters of procuration. In the limited

2R. Lopez, ‘Proxy inmedieval trade’, inW.C. Jordan, B.McNab and T.F. Ruiz (eds.),Order and Innovation
in the Middle Ages. Essays in Honor of Joseph R. Strayer (Princeton, 1976), 187–94, at 189.

3Ibid.
4One study analyses procurations from medieval Basel; see G. Signori, ‘Der Stellvertreter. Oder: Wie geht

eine Anwesenheitsgesellschaft mit Abwesenheit um?’, Zeitschrift der Savigny-Stiftung für Rechtsgeschichte:
Germanistische Abteilung, 132 (2015), 1–22. A working paper discusses powers of attorney from French
commercial cities of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries; see F. Eloire, C. Lemercier and V.A. Santarosa,
‘What can we learn about the embeddedness of commercial relations from the study of powers of attorney?
(France, 18th–19th centuries)’, HAL working paper, 2016, hal-01358364. Other papers on procurations in
trade address the subject typically from the perspective of legal history; see A. Amend-Traut, ‘Akteure im
Hintergrund. Die Rolle der Faktoren in kaufmännischen Netzwerken und die Genese ihres rechtlichen
Handlungsspielraums (Heiliges Römisches Reich Deutscher Nation und Deutsches Reich)’, Tijdschrift voor
Rechtsgeschiedenis, 90 (2022), 387–418.

5See P. Höhn, ‘Pluralismus statt Homogenität. Hanse, Konflikträume und Rechtspluralismus im vor-
modernen Nordeuropa (1400–1600)’, in J. Deigendesch and C. Jörg (eds.), Städtebünde und städtische
Außenpolitik. Träger, Instrumentarien und Konflikte während des hohen und späten Mittelalters (Ostfildern,
2019), 261–90, at 270–1.

6For the challenges and possibilities posed by legal pluralism in premodern merchant culture, see also
J. Wubs-Mrozewicz, ‘Maritime networks and premodern conflict management on multiple levels. The
example of Danzig and the Giese family’, in G. Nigro (ed.), Reti Marittime come Fattori dell’Integrazione
Europea (Florence, 2019), 385–405.
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context of this article, I opted to conduct only a quick analysis of the rulings of the city
councils of Reval (Tallinn) and Lübeck, since these are already edited, and I did not
find any evidence of attempts to forge procurations.7 Judging by the fact that
merchants continued to use procurations on a regular basis throughout the fifteenth
and sixteenth centuries, it seems safe to assume that the co-operation between
merchants and their proxies was not undermined in any significant way by fraud
or other major obstacles.

I compared procurations from Antwerp with 27 other procurations from 17 dif-
ferent towns (see Table 1). Across time and space, they showed a remarkably similar
set-up, but at the same time there weremany variations in how the procurations were
worded and phrased. They looked similar enough to be recognizable as the same type
of document, but they did not look entirely the same. Even though each town issued
its own rules and regulations, they all drew up procurations that appeared quite
similar, and they all recognized procurations issued by other town councils as valid
proof. Common norms that helped merchants to navigate legal pluralism emerged
through the constant exchange between merchants and urban authorities. Procura-
tions were apparently harmonized between different towns, but not unified. This
harmonization of basic rules was enough to enable individuals to cross legal bound-
aries. Complete unification and standardization were not deemed necessary. Har-
monization without unification allowed procurations to stay flexible and be changed
according to local conditions and new developments. Thus, the legal boundaries
between different cities became permeable as merchants used a similar instrument in
various European trading towns.

This finding fits with the current notion of lex mercatoria which is no longer
believed to have formed a codified law for all merchants, but is rather supposed to
have consisted of shared habits.8 Merchants as well as urban authorities developed a
set of shared practices. Oscar Gelderblom in his study on the development of
commercial institutions in Bruges, Antwerp and Amsterdam also points out that
similar institutions emerged in all three towns, thus fostering exchange and trade.9

In Gelderblom’s study, however, it was competition between different cities that led
to the development of similar institutions, whereas my analysis suggests that
co-operation between merchants and urban authorities played an important role
as well.

In the first part of this article, I will outline how merchants worked with proxies,
and indicate the role that city councils played in the process. I will use examples from
Antwerp where many proxies were installed at the height of its commercial power
during the sixteenth century. Letters of procuration, however, survive not only from
Antwerp but also from a number of other towns such as Lisbon, Augsburg, Bolzano,
Genoa, Marseille, Seville, Venice, Amsterdam, Cologne, Essen, Danzig (Gdansk),

7W. Ebel (ed.), Lübecker Ratsurteile, vols. I–III (Göttingen, 1955, 1956, 1967); W. Ebel (ed.), Das Revaler
Ratsurteilsbuch (Register van affsproken) 1515–1554 (Göttingen, 1952).

8A. Cordes, ‘Lex Maritima? Local, regional, and universal maritime law in the Middle Ages’, in
W. Blockmans, M. Krom and J.Wubs-Mrozewicz (eds.), The Routledge Handbook ofMaritime Trade around
Europe 1300–1600. Commercial Networks and Urban Autonomy (London, 2017), 69–85, at 70–1; D. De
ruysscher, ‘From usages of merchants to default rules: practices of trade, ius commune and urban law in early
modern Antwerp’, Journal of Legal History, 33 (2012), 3–29, see 3–4.

9O. Gelderblom, Cities of Commerce. The Institutional Foundations of International Trade in the Low
Countries, 1250–1650 (Princeton, 2013), 12.
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Table 1. Procurations from places other than Antwerp

Issued in Date Where to be found?

Draft in the
registry book
or issued?

Amsterdam, city
council

29 Dec. 1532 Archiwum Państwowe w Gdańsku (Stadtarchiv
Danzig), 300, D/20, no. 442b.

issued

Augsburg,
notary

11 Jan. 1557 H. Kellenbenz (ed.), Die Fugger in Spanien und
Portugal bis 1560. Dokumente (Munich, 1990),
no. 128, 557–9.

issued

Bolzano, notary 6 Apr. 1242 H. von Voltelini and F. Huter (eds.), Die Südtiroler
Notariats–Imbreviaturen des Dreizehnten
Jahrhunderts. Zweiter Teil (Innsbruck, 1951),
no. 132, 85–6.

draft

Cologne, city
council

26 Aug. 1466 Stadtarchiv Lübeck, ASA Externa Deutsche
Territorien 6796.

issued

Essen, city
council

22 Sep. 1540 Stadtarchiv Köln, U 0/12285. issued

Gdansk, city
council

1 Dec. 1490 Archiwum Państwowe w Gdańsku (Stadtarchiv
Danzig), 300, D/71, no. 83.

issued

Genoa, notary 6 Mar. 1486 A. Assini, ‘Archivio di Stato di Genova. Appendice
Documentaria’, in Vito Piergiovanni (ed.), Il
Notaio e la Città. Essere Notaio: I Tempi e i
Luoghi (secc. XII–XV) (Milan, 2009), no. 14a,
359–60.

issued

Hamburg, city
council

7 Nov. 1351 Stadtarchiv Lübeck, ASA Externa Deutsche
Territorien 5766.

issued

Kiel, city council 9 Aug. 1496 Stadtarchiv Lübeck, ASA Externa Deutsche
Territorien 3400.

issued

Lübeck no. 1,
city council

1487 Stadtarchiv Lübeck, ASA Externa Deutsche
Territorien 6605.

issued

Lübeck no. 2,
city council

1505 Stadtarchiv Lübeck, Niederstadtbuch 1504–05
Rs, fol. 209.

draft

Lübeck no. 3,
city council

1505 Stadtarchiv Lübeck, Niederstadtbuch 1504–05
Rs, fol. 205.

draft

Lübeck no. 4,
city council

1505 Stadtarchiv Lübeck, Niederstadtbuch 1504–05
Rs, fol. 173.

draft

Marseille, notary 10 Nov. 1497 H.C. Peyer, Leinwandgewerbe und Fernhandel
der Stadt St. Gallen von den Anfängen bis 1520,
Band 1: Quellen (St Gallen, 1959), no. 754,
404f.

draft

Nuremberg no.
1, city council

27 Sep. 1350 Staatsarchiv Nürnberg, Reichsstadt Nürnberg
(MA 1992), Fasz. 405.

draft

Nuremberg no.
2, city council

20 Mar. 1464 Staatsarchiv Nürnberg, Reichsstadt Nürnberg,
Ratskanzlei, A–Laden, Urkunden 39.

issued

Nuremberg no.
3, notary

8 Nov. 1516 Staatsarchiv Nürnberg, Reichsstadt Nürnberg,
Ratskanzlei, A–Laden, Urkunden 147.

issued

Reval no. 1, city
council

27 Feb. 1527 W. Ebel (ed.), Das Revaler Ratsurteilsbuch
(Register van affsproken) 1515–1554
(Göttingen, 1952), no. 188, 25.

draft

Reval no. 2, city
council

23 Sep. 1535 Ebel (ed.), Revaler Ratsurteilsbuch, no. 499, 75. draft

Seville no. 1,
notary

23 Nov. 1538 H. Kellenbenz and R.Walter (eds.),Oberdeutsche
Kaufleute in Sevilla und Cadiz (1525–1560).
Eine Edition von Notariatsakten aus den
dortigen Archiven (Stuttgart, 2001), no. 73,
163–4.

draft

(Continued)
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Hamburg, Kiel, Lübeck, Nuremberg, Reval, Stralsund andWismar. In the second and
third parts, I will analyse their similarities and differences in order to study how
representation by proxy functioned in times of urban legal pluralism. The second part
shows that all procurations shared a common framework and general concepts, while
the third part analyses how this framework was filled with varying content according
to local traditions and trends. The fourth part asks how, on the basis of these findings,
we can deduce that a common merchant culture emerged to bridge legal boundaries.
Common rules and norms were not instituted from above but developed through the
constant exchange between merchants and between the authorities issuing
procurations.

Agents crossing legal boundaries between towns
The manner in which merchants organized their trade between different towns in
Europe can best be studied by analysing evidence from a city where merchants from
different parts of the continent came together to exchange their goods. This was the
case in premodern Antwerp. During its golden age from c. 1450 to c. 1570, it served as
a ‘centre of international trade’, an ‘urban pole of the European economy’, a
‘commercial gateway to Europe’ and a ‘commercial capital of western Europe’.
Situated at the mouth of the river Scheldt, not far away from the North Sea, it had
already served as the staple market for English cloth since the fourteenth century.10

Table 1. (Continued)

Issued in Date Where to be found?

Draft in the
registry book
or issued?

Seville no. 2,
notary

15 Nov. 1548 Kellenbenz and Walter (eds.), Oberdeutsche
Kaufleute, no. 272, 263.

draft

Seville no. 3,
notary

13 Dec. 1555 Kellenbenz, Walter, Oberdeutsche Kaufleute, no.
565, 428–9.

draft

Seville no. 4,
notary

17 Jan. 1556 Kellenbenz, Walter, Oberdeutsche Kaufleute, no.
568, 430.

draft

Stralsund, city
council

1461 Stadtarchiv Lübeck, ASA Externa Deutsche
Territorien 6017.

issued

Venice no. 1,
notary

8 Aug. 1415 C. Wirtz, Köln und Venedig. Wirtschaftliche und
kulturelle Beziehungen im 15. und 16.
Jahrhundert (Cologne, 2006), no. 3, 282.

draft

Venice no. 2,
notary

13 Feb. 1415 Wirtz, Köln, no. 4, 283. draft

Wismar, city
council

1547 Stadtarchiv Lübeck, ASA Externa Deutsche
Territorien 1562.

issued

10H. van der Wee, ‘Trade in the southern Netherlands, 1493–1587’, in H. van der Wee (ed.), The Low
Countries in the Early Modern World, trans. L. Fackelman (Aldershot, 1993), 87–114, at 96; M. Limberger,
‘Der Aufstieg einer neuenWeltregion. Nordwesteuropa’, in P. Feldbauer and J.-P. Lehners (eds.),DieWelt im
16. Jahrhundert (Vienna, 2008), 31–51, at 45; D.J. Harreld, High Germans in the Low Countries. German
Merchants and Commerce in Golden Age Antwerp (Leiden, 2004), 100; J. Everaert, ‘Power in the metropolis:
the impact of economic and demographic growth on the Antwerp city council (1400–1550)’, Urban History,
47 (2020), 589–609, at 590. J.A. van Houtte, An Economic History of the Low Countries 800–1800 (London,
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In 1498, the Portuguese king decided that the first colonial goods such as sugar and
spices should be traded via Antwerp.11 Merchants from southern Germany thus
travelled to Antwerp to provide the Portuguese with silver and copper which they
needed for their worldwide journeys, and to buy commodities such as sugar.12 Many
other merchants followed in their wake, such as Hanseatic merchants selling grain,
wax or ash, Tuscan merchants with silk and French merchants bringing salt to
Antwerp.13

Many merchants were interested in trading in Antwerp, but not all of them could
travel to that city. Many worked together with agents who represented them in
Antwerp. All in all, merchants had three methods at their disposal with which to
conduct business through representatives. They employed servants whowere obliged
to carry out their masters’ trade wherever they were posted; they formed partnerships
or companies and invested part of their capital there; or they installed proxies
authorized to act on their behalf.14

Merchants often worked together with all three types of representatives at the
same time. For example, Joachim Pruner, a merchant from Berlin who had settled in
Antwerp to carry out his business in Europe’s trading capital of the time, appointed
MarcusHartmann as a servant and sent him to Lisbon tomanage his business there.15

Second, he formed a partnership or company with Kilian Rietwieser, a merchant
based in Leipzig.16 Third, he authorized his brother to buy spices in Lisbon in his
name and to send the spices on to Antwerp.17 Pruner also traded in gemstones
between Lisbon and Venice. When his associate in Venice (Franz von Bombergen)
received a number of gemstones, Pruner authorized another colleague in Venice,
Michael Imhof, to go to Franz von Bombergen and settle the accounts with him.18

1977), 105, regards the staple market for English cloth as a first indication of Antwerp’s ‘brilliant destiny’. On
the role of English merchants in Antwerp, see R. Davis, ‘The rise of Antwerp and its English connection,
1406–1510’, in D.C. Coleman and A.H. John (eds.), Trade, Government and Economy in Pre-Industrial
England (London, 1976), 2–20.

11Van Houtte, Economic History, 175.
12D.J. Harreld, ‘Atlantic sugar and Antwerp’s trade with Germany in the sixteenth century’, Journal of

Early Modern History, 7 (2003), 148–63.
13Harreld, High Germans, 2–3; Limberger, ‘Aufstieg’, 53. For an overview of Antwerp’s Golden Age, see

H. Van der Wee, ‘The Low Countries in transition: from the Middle Ages to early modern times’, in Van der
Wee (ed.), The Low Countries in the Early Modern World, 3–28; J.A. van Houtte, ‘Anvers aux XVe et XVIe
siècle’, Annales, 16 (1961), 248–78; B. Blondé and J. Puttevils, ‘Antwerp in the Renaissance’, in B. Blondé and
J. Puttevils (eds.), Antwerp in the Renaissance (Turnhout, 2020), 9–28.

14I discuss all three forms of co-operation in detail in U. Kypta,Kooperative Individualisten. Gesellschafter,
Diener und Bevollmächtigte deutscher Kaufleute im Antwerpen des späten 15. und 16. Jahrhunderts
(forthcoming, Stuttgart, 2024).

15That Pruner was from Berlin can be grasped from a description added behind his name by the notary
Jacobus de Platea in a document dating from 1525: Rijksarchief (RA), Notariaat 522, fol. 57: coopman van
Berlyn in Duytslant. The employment contract with Hartmann was not registered in the notarial deeds, but
one year after being contracted to work for Pruner for nine years, both agreed to terminate the contract
prematurely and get the notary to confirm it, RA, Notariaat 523, fol. 201.

16The contract is printed in J. Strieder, Aus Antwerpener Notariatsarchiven. Quellen zur Deutschen
Wirtschaftsgeschichte des 16. Jahrhunderts (Wiesbaden, 1962; orig. edn Leipzig 1930), 413–20. In 1930, Jacob
Strieder searched the notarial deeds of Antwerp for every piece concerning German merchants and listed
them in his book.

17RA, Notariaat 522, fol. 151.
18RA, Notariaat 522, fols. 87–88.
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The remainder of this article is concerned with the third form of representation.
Proxies are of interest for the study of crossing legal borders because they were a very
common phenomenon in premodern trade. Nearly every merchant installed proxies,
often a number of them at the same time. Furthermore, these proxies were a very
flexible instrument. They could be authorized to do a number of different activities:
they could sell and buy goods on behalf of a merchant,19 they could collect debts for
him20 or even defend him in court.21 Often the ‘procurator’, ‘factor’ or ‘gemechtigter’
was based in the town where he was appointed to carry out business on behalf of his
‘constituent’.22 For example, Michael Imhoff had lived in Venice for a while, so he
most likely knew where Franz von Bombergen could be found, and he most likely
knew how he could induce him to settle the accounts with him.

Proxies as a special type of representative are mostly discussed in legal history.23

They also have their place in the study of commercial history, but there they mostly
feature as sub-types of other groups. This is not incorrect, but it obscures their
important role in the history of inter-urban trade. For instance, proxies are generally
regarded as a sub-type of servants.24 It is often difficult to distinguish between both
forms of representatives, since servants were in fact sometimes allowed also to act as
proxies. However, both roles can and should be differentiated. If a servant was going
about his everyday activities, mostly buying, selling and shipping goods, he did not
have to prove that he was acting on behalf of another person.25 But if he wanted to
collect a debt, it was not enough to tell the debtor that he was acting in the name of his
master. He had to prove that he was allowed to act on behalf of another person. If he
wanted to represent hismaster in court, he had to demonstrate that hewas authorized
to do so.

Commission agents, on the other hand, were often equipped with powers of
attorney. Commission agents hence often acted as proxies. However, if researchers

19For example, as explained above, Joachim Pruner installed his brother as his general representative in
Lisbon, RA, Notariaat 522, fol. 151.

20For instance, Claus Backer sold wine and fruits from Antwerp to Danzig, and in 1505 he sent a proxy
named Jacop Veren to Danzig to collect outstanding debts, Felix Archief Antwerpen (FAA), CERT # 3, fols.
377–378. Doehaerd searched the certificate books (Certificatieboeken) and aldermen registry books
(Schepenregisters) for mentions of foreign merchants and published her finds; see R. Doehaerd, Études
anversoises. Documents sur le commerce international à Anvers (3 vols., Paris, 1963). The document cited here
is registered as number 1340 in volume II.

21Most court cases between merchants in Antwerp arose because someone did not pay their debts. For
example, Hans Bertel authorized Peter de Smet, Georg Schorer and Wilhelm Wieland to issue proceedings
against his debtors, Peter Bill and Jan Aelwys, in Bruges, FAA, N # 2071, fol. 131.

22The term ‘constituent’ is used in the sources to describe the person who installed a proxy. See, for
example, in FAA, N # 2075, fol. 6r (constituant in Flemish); FAA, N # 3133, fol. 253v (constituens in Latin).

23Amend-Traut, ‘Akteure’; R. Fränkel, ‘Die Grundsätze der Stellvertretung bei den Scholastikern’, Zeit-
schrift für vergleichende Rechtsgeschichte, 27 (1912), 289–391.

24See, for instance, R. Hildebrandt, ‘Diener und Herren. Zur Anatomie großer Unternehmen im Zeitalter
der Fugger’, in J. Burkhardt (ed.), Augsburger Handelshäuser im Wandel des historischen Urteils (Berlin,
1996), 149–74.

25In Antwerp, the aldermen issued certificates that attested that certain goods belonged to a certain
merchant. A lot of certificates were issued on behalf of merchants’ servants. For example, Mathijs Gulinck
asked for a certificate as a servant to the Colognemerchant Jan Cammen: cloth, cheese, herring, salt and other
goods belonged to Cammen. FAA, CERT # 4, fols. 104r and 106r. In the letters of procuration, proxies were
never explicitly allowed to commission certificates. Obviously, they did not need to show a letter of
procuration when they went to the aldermen to get a certificate.
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discuss commission agents, they typically focus on their role in buying and selling in
the name of their principal.26 But studying letters of procuration makes it clear that
proxies played an important role in debt collection, as well as in judicial proceedings.
If we regard these representatives of merchants as proxies – not servants or com-
mission agents –we are better able to understand their role: they acted in the name of
themerchant in trade, debt collection or at court in situations where they had to prove
their legitimacy in order to represent the other person. The letters of procuration that
such proxies used to identify themselves were very similar to letters of procuration
used by diplomatic representatives. The difference is that merchants’ proxies repre-
sented one other person and were expected to act just as this specific person would
have acted, had he been present, whereas diplomatic envoys had to speak in the name
of the whole community they represented. Furthermore, proxies were often
appointed to undertake a specific task rather than to provide general representation.

Proxies had to be able to show their letters of procuration to prove their legiti-
macy.27 When a merchant installed a proxy, he went to a notary or to a city council
and asked them to issue such a document. City councils and notaries prepared these
documents for a fee as part of their service as public authorities. In southern
European towns, it wasmostly notaries who authorized important acts.28 In northern
Europe, notaries remained scarce, and urban councils undertook the task of issuing
documents that bore the signs of public authority.29 In Antwerp, where traditions
from the north and the southmet,merchants had a choice: the aldermen continued to
issue documents, but from the sixteenth century onwards officially appointed
notaries also authorized acts and issued the associated documents.30 Foreign mer-
chants in Antwerp appear to have preferred to go to the notaries, whereas people
from Antwerp and the Netherlands mostly asked the aldermen to provide letters of
procuration and other official certificates.

A large number of procurations were issued in Antwerp since several hundreds of
merchants frequented the town.31 Since the aldermen and notaries not only issued
the procurations but also wrote a draft of them in their registry books, we know the
names of many proxies working for the merchants during Antwerp’s golden age.
Notarial and urban registry books survive not only from Antwerp, though, but also
from a number of other towns. This makes it possible to analyse how these procu-
rations could be issued in one town and recognized in another, despite the towns’
different legal systems. Given the current state of research on this topic, it is all but
impossible to select a representative sample of procurations, because we lack any
overview of the procurations that have survived in European towns. Since procura-
tions served as an important tool in trading and other areas, they were presumably

26Gelderblom, Cities of Commerce, 78–81; F. Trivellato, The Familiarity of Strangers. The Sephardic
Diaspora, Livorno, and Cross-Cultural Trade in the Early Modern Period (New Haven, 2009).

27In the letter of procuration, the proxy is sometimes accordingly called ‘presenter’ of the letter (for
example, exhibitor: RA, Notariaat 522, fol. 171v; or brengher: FAA, CERT # 3, fol. 377v).

28H. Nelis, ‘Les origins du notariat public en Belgique (1270–1320)’, Revue Belge de Philologie et d’Histoire,
2 (1923), 267–77.

29See, for Antwerp, D. De ruysscher, ‘Naer het Romeinsch recht alsmede den stiel mercantiel’. Handel en
recht in de Antwerpse rechtbank (16de–17de eeuw) (Kortrijk, 2009), 2.

30Gelderblom, Cities of Commerce, 91–3.
31J. Puttevils, Merchants and Trading in the Sixteenth Century: The Golden Age of Antwerp (London,

2015), 14.
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issued in all bigger towns, at least all commercial cities, and in numbers that make it
very likely that at least some of them survived from most towns. For this article, I
started by scrutinizing the registry books from Antwerp and followed leads found
there when they concerned procurations issued in cities which I was already inves-
tigating as part of a larger study on representation of German merchants, namely,
Lübeck, Gdansk, Cologne and Nuremberg.32 More often than not I was unable to
trace the specific procuration mentioned in the Antwerp sources, but I did find other
procurationswritten by the same authority. For other European cities, I added the few
procurations that had already found their way into edited source collections. All in all,
I compared the Antwerp procurations with documents written by notaries in
Augsburg, Bolzano, Genoa, Marseille, Seville and Venice and city councils in
Amsterdam, Cologne, Danzig, Essen, Hamburg, Kiel, Lübeck, Nuremberg, Reval,
Stralsund and Wismar (see Table 1).

Authority, set-up, presence: similarities between procurations from different
towns
Letters of procuration were issued in one place and had to be recognized in another.
Studying the registry books of the Antwerp aldermen and notaries, it soon becomes
clear that merchants brought procurations from various towns in Europe, and that
these foreign letters of procuration were accepted as valid proof by the Antwerp
authorities. For example, Henrick Proestinck appeared before the Antwerp city
council and produced a procuration which was issued by Lübeck city council. The
Antwerp aldermen noted that he showed them a procuration issued under the seal of
the city of Lübeck on 20 July 1492. This document stated that Henrick Proestinck had
been installed as a representative by Hans Vlanwijck. The Antwerp aldermen
recognized this document as valid proof, and thus Henrick Proestinck could act in
Antwerp on behalf of Hans Vlanwijck.33

This process of recognition was a cornerstone of merchants’ abilities to cross legal
boundaries. Recognition would only be granted if the authorities could identify a
letter of procuration as such. For example, in 1526 Joachim Pruner went to the notary
Jacobus de Platea and produced a procuration which was drawn up by a notary in
Lisbon. Platea, the Antwerp notary, did not know this particular colleague from
Lisbon, but he examined the document and determined that it had the right ‘tenor’ to
gain his trust.34 The analysis of the various letters show that they shared a sufficient
number of similarities to allow for the documents to be recognized as the same type of
document, despite all the differences in the various towns’ legal systems.

The first and fundamental characteristic that procurations from different towns
shared was that these documents could easily be recognized as authentic since they
were all issued by a public authority, either a notary or a city council. The process of
authentication functioned slightly differently depending on whether it was notaries
or city councils issuing the documents. Notaries stated in their procurations that they

32Kypta, Kooperative Individualisten.
33FAA, SR # 102, fol. 152v.
34‘fidem desuper michi fecit legittimam et sufficientem cuiusquidem procurationis mandati tenor’, RA,

Notariaat 522, fol. 147v.
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were ‘public notaries’ and issued ‘public documents’.35 To further prove their official
position, they literally drew their seal on the document and put their signature at the
end.36 Town councils, on the other hand, given their responsibility for equipping
their burghers with official documents in northern Europe, used a promulgation
formula at the beginning of the letter of procuration, typically stating that ‘the
mayors, aldermen and the council of Antwerp/Kiel/Essen make it known hereby
that…’. Furthermore, they attached the town’s official seal to the letter. This phrase
cannot be found in the registry books, but it was added when the document was
issued. For example, a procuration sent from Antwerp to Danzig states: ‘Wy Bur-
germeesteren Scepen ende Raidt vander Stadt van Antwerpen / doen cond ende
kenlick allen den ghenen die dese litteren sullen seen oft hooren lesen / dat…’ (‘We
majors aldermen and council of the town of Antwerpmake it known to everyone who
reads or hears this letter that…’).37 These different urban authorities recognized each
other, and hence also regarded their documents as official proof.

Second, a procuration had to follow the form and structure that was common for a
procuration. The procurations did not look exactly the same, but theywere structured
in the same way: every procuration was divided into three sections, andmost of them
also contained a fourth. One section established the legitimacy of the document. It
could be placed at the beginning or at the end of the letter. As noted above, notaries
and city councils always stated their public position. Both also dated the documents.
Documents that were too old would not be accepted, as is shown by a case from 1550,
when the Lübeck city council did not accept a procuration because it had been issued
five years previously.38 If the document was wrongly dated, it would also not be
accepted. The city council of Reval, for instance, refused to accept a procuration on
the grounds that it was wrongly dated: ‘Den gelesenen volmachts breeff irkennet eyn
Radt by unmacht, wente he nicht recht daterth is’ (‘The council doesn’t recognize the
procuration as valid because it bears no date’).39

The second part of the procuration included the actual appointment of the agent.
It stated the name (and often the hometown) of the person who appointed the agent,
the associated verb (constituere or a vernacular equivalent)40 and the name of the

35For example, in RA, Notariaat 522, fol. 87v, ‘In nomine domini Amen Per hoc presens publicum
instrumentum…sit notum quod…In mei notarii publici…presentia…’. In Flemish, a public instrument is
an openbare instrumente; see, for example, RA, Notariaat 522, fol. 141r; or in a document drawn up by an
Augsburg notary for Anton Fugger authorizing proxies in Spain: ‘Et ego Nicolaus Pole civis Augustanus
publicus imperialij auttoritate notarius…praesens publicum instrumentum scriptum…’, Augsburg 559. Proc-
urations fromcities other thanAntwerp are citedwith the nameof the city, see Table 1 for the complete citation.

36The seal was only put on the issued documents; see, for example, Archiwum Państwowe w Gdańsku
(APG), 300, D/71, no. 120, or Nuremberg no. 3. A notary also typically included a comment that he had
written the letter with his own hands: ‘ad premissa notarius manu propria scripsit’.

37APG, 300, D/71, no. 122. Another example is a procuration that was issued in Kiel and sent to Lübeck:
‘Wir borgermeestere und radmannen der Stadt Kyle doen…vormiddelst dessen apene voseghleden breve
kunt witlich und openbar dat’, Kiel; or a procuration that was issued in Essen and sent to Cologne: ‘Wy
Burgermeister und Rad der Stadt van Essde don kont und kenlich’, Essen.

38Ebel (ed.), Lübecker Ratsurteile, vol. III, 687, no. 879.
39Unfortunately, the sentence did not specify in what respect the date was wrong: Ebel (ed.), Das Revaler

Ratsurteilsbuch, 59, no. 424.
40For example, ‘heft volmechtich gemaketh’ (Reval no. 1); ‘heft gemechtiget’ (Reval no. 2); ‘het [heft?]

geben volen gewalt’ (Nuremberg no. 1), ‘heft volmechtich gemaked’ (Danzig) or ‘hefft mechtich gemaket’
(Lübeck no. 3).
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proxy. In the third and often longest part of a procuration, the specific acts that the
proxy was allowed to undertake were set out. Especially in cases when the agent was
authorized to appear in a court which followed Roman law procedure, the list could
become extensive since Roman procedural law was quite detailed. In the later Middle
Ages, however, Roman law increasingly became a point of reference in northern
Europe also.41 Lastly, in most letters of procuration the represented person declared
that he would abide by everything the agent did in that appointed capacity.

For example, in 1526 the brothers Joos and Ludwig Steidelin authorized Andreas
Imhoff, a merchant from Cologne, to collect debts in their name.42 In the first part of
the document, the notary promulgated that ‘by this public document it should be
known…’, and he gave the date.43He furthermore stressed the legitimacy of the act by
listing the names of the witnesses at the end of the document. In the second part, the
agent was appointed: Joos and Ludwig Steidelin, brothers and clothiers from Ant-
werp, empowered (‘made potent’) Andreas Imhoff from Cologne to act in their
name.44 The third part enumerated all the acts Andreas Imhoff was allowed to
undertake on the Steidelins’ behalf. The aim of his job was to get Heinrich Strasen-
bach, another burgher from Cologne, to pay his debts. Andreas Imhoff was autho-
rized to acquit him accordingly. In order to make him pay the money, Andreas
Imhoff could also arrest his goods or take him to court, and at court, hewas allowed to
proceed according to Roman procedural law, for example to swear an oath or call
witnesses. In the fourth part, the Steidelins confirmed that they would adhere to
everything Andreas Imhoff would do or agreed upon with Strasenbach, and they
pledged their goods as part of this promise. In other procurations, the four parts were
filled out slightly differently. But all procurations can be broken down into these
sections. Thus, anyone who had been in business for a while knew how a correct
procuration should be worded and arranged. If he saw a new procuration, he could
assess if it was trustworthy or not.

Precise wording: differences between procurations from different towns
Common norms can be found in the general framework and in the conceptual
mindset shaping the procurations. But since they were not written by a centralized
bureaucracy with standardized procedures, but rather in a setting characterized by
legal pluralism, procurations did not look exactly the same. As already mentioned,
the process of authentication worked differently depending on whether it was a
notary or an aldermen’s bench issuing the procuration. Notaries used their seals and
signatures, while aldermen attached the city’s seal in order to underline their status as
public authorities. In addition, a number of differences concern the actual wording of
the documents. For example, almost all notaries and aldermen used the verb con-
stituere for installing a proxy, but some notaries in Venice wrote committere

41K. Wriedt, ‘Gelehrte in Gesellschaft, Kirche und Verwaltung norddeutscher Städte’, in C. Schwinges
(ed.), Gelehrte im Reich. Zur Sozial- und Wirtschaftsgeschichte akademischer Eliten des 14. bis 16. Jahrhun-
derts (Berlin, 1996), 437–52.

42FAA, Notariaat 522, fol. 141.
43‘In nomine domini amen by desen jegenwoirdigen openbaren Instrumente zej condt ende kenlyck eenen

yegelycken die dese brev zelen seen oft hoiren lesen….’
44‘hebben wettelyck mechtich gemaect ende in huere stede gestelt maeken mechtich ende stellen in huere

stede…’.
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instead.45 Even when most of the procurations employed the same technical term, it
still remained possible to opt for an alternative.

Comparing the wording of the letters of procuration leads to the conclusion that
there was no clear pattern of similarities and differences. Procurations from one town
shared similarities with documents from some other towns, but we cannot say that
procurations from towns A, B and C looked quite similar, but differed from
procurations issued in cities D, E and F. For instance, notaries in Venice and town
councils from northern Germany often added the phrase ‘the proxy is bestowed with
whole and complete power’.46 But it is not the case that procurations fromVenice and
the northern towns were generally equipped with the same standardized phrases. For
example, another formula, namely that various proxies were allowed to act together
as well as on their own, can be found in Venice, and in Genoa and Seville and also in
Reval, Nuremberg and Amsterdam, but not in most northern German towns, with
the exception of Stralsund.47 Nuremberg, Seville, Cologne, Kiel, Lübeck andWismar
share another similarity: their procurations sometimes state that the proxy was the
one ‘presenting’ the letter.48

It thus seems impossible to find reasons why procurations from some towns
shared certain similarities, since documents from every city featured some similar-
ities, but also some differences with documents from every other city. There is only
one distinction that seems to be systematic: individuals who were familiar with
Roman law used some Roman law terminology. This explains some of the similarities
between procurations issued by notaries, who were trained in Roman law, and
documents issued by town councils in northern Germany in the late fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries, whenmembers of the city councils began to attend universities.49

In earlier times, northernGerman aldermen did not employ Roman legal terms in the
documents.

One example is the promise that amerchant would be held liable for all the actions
of his proxy, which featured as the fourth part of many procurations. The idea that a
constituent should be liable is derived from Roman law. The Digests (compilations of
Roman law from late Antiquity that became a point of reference againwith the revival
of Roman law in the twelfth century) stated that such a promise had to be made
especially if someone wanted to be represented at court.50 The notaries and town
councils added this clause in the later Middle Ages, and they even used a similar
vocabulary to the Digests: to adhere to everything a proxy did was called ratum
habere (literally: ‘hold valid’) or its vernacular equivalents.51 Roman law can thus be

45See, for example, Venice no. 2: amerchant fromCologne namedRufus de Benzeroth, at that time present
in Venice, installed another Cologne merchant, Renaldo, as his proxy: ‘Rufus de Benzeroth de Collonia et
nunc existens Venetiis et habitator in Fontico Theotonicorum committens committo…Renaldo de Collonia.’

46‘plenam virtutis et potestatis or gantze und vulle macht’, Venice nos. 1 and 2; Kiel, Hamburg, Wismar,
Stralsund, Lübeck nos. 2, 3 and 4.

47‘solidum insolidum or samptlich und sonderlich, se alle und jeglichen besunderen’, Augsburg, Genoa,
Marseille, Seville nos. 3 and 4, Venice no. 1, Nuremberg nos. 2 and 3, Amsterdam, Stralsund.

48Seville nos. 1 and 2, Cologne no. 2, Kiel, Lübeck no. 1, Wismar.
49Wriedt, ‘Gelehrte’, 452.
50D,3,3,39,1: ‘Qui alieno nomine agit quamcumque actionem, id ratum habiturum eum ad quem ea res

pertinebit cavere debet.’ See also D,3,3,39,3 and D,3,3,39,5 and C,2,56,1,1.
51For example, in Bolzano: ‘Agnesa promisit et juravit firmum et ratum habere et tenere et nunquam

contravenire et laudavit et confirmavit totam illam divisionem quam dicti arbitri fecerant’; or in Genoa:
‘promisit dictus constituens…rata et firma habere et numquam nec ullo umquam tempore contrafacere vel
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seen as one of the many traditions that influenced how procurations were worded,
but it did not offer a template of how they needed to be written. Similarly, it cannot be
inferred that the scribes copied procurations out of other formular books. The actual
procurations issued in Antwerp did not even follow a guide for notaries printed in
Antwerp in 1528, as I have shown elsewhere.52

In sum, differences between procurations can mostly be found with regard to the
precise wording of the documents. This does not imply that notaries and aldermen
chose their words randomly, but rather that there was some room for local conven-
tions and for the implementation of new ideas such as the ones derived from Roman
law in sixteenth-century northern Germany.

Bottom-up harmonization
The comparison of letters of procuration from different towns showed that they
displayed similarities in the authentication, structure and content of the documents,
but differences in the ways scribes chose to phrase the similar processes. This result
gives some indication as to how the actors dealt with legal pluralism. Since procu-
rations from various towns were composed using the same structure and shaped by
similar ideas of public authority and presence, a merchant or judge or alderman who
had been in his trade for a while would have formed a clear expectation of how
procurations ought to look. Even if the words differed, he would, for instance, know
where to search for the enumeration of acts the proxy was allowed to perform. As
such, a procuration from Lübeck could authorize a person to do business in Antwerp,
since business partners and authorities in Antwerp would recognize his procuration.
At the same time, procurations proved flexible enough to include local traditions, for
example the habit of the Venetian notaries of using the verb committere instead of
constituere, the latter being a standard phrase across the rest of Europe. And the
scribes remained open to new trends, such as employing Roman law terms after
studying at a university. In sum, the similarities and differences between various
letters of procuration show that procurations providedmerchants with a way to cross
legal boundaries without forcing them to follow the same exact script.

If it had been the case that the overwhelming majority of procurations looked the
same down to almost every detail – if, for example, everyone had used only the verb
constituere – it would have been reasonable to suggest that the notaries and aldermen
copied the procurations from some form of template. But with all the variations, it is
hard to deduce what such a template would have looked like. The comparison
between different procurations I have undertaken above revealed enough differences
to indicate that the notaries and aldermen did not follow one authoritative model of a
procuration. It is therefore not possible to conclude that one way of wording a
procuration was seen as more correct than another. No particular institution had

venire’. See Cologne no. 22: ‘dat allet hannt sy vur ons vaste und onverbruchlich geloifft to halden, or
Amsterdam: ‘Geloovende oick vast ende van goeder waerden te houden ende doen onderhonden ten
eewighen daghen all tgent by zynen voorn(oemde) geconstitueerde oft by hem gesubstitueerde ende elcken
van hen Inden voorß(creven) saicke met allen dattet gedaen ofte gelaten zall werdden.’

52U. Kypta, ‘Gelehrtes Recht oder gelebte Praxis? Kaufleute und ihre Vertreter im späten Mittelalter’, Das
Mittelalter, 25 (2020), 103–18. The guide for notaries is Alexander Hugen, Ars Notariatus (Antwerp, 1561
[1528]). It was written by the Basel city scribe Alexander Hugen and translated by the Antwerp notary
Cornelijs Ablijn.
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authority over others to demand that one model should serve as a template.
Procurations looked similar and they worked in a similar fashion even though there
was no central authority governing the process.

Rather, a roughly standardized form gradually evolved and constantly changed as
procurations were sent all across Europe. We have seen above how an Antwerp
notary scrutinized a procuration fromLisbon, and how the Antwerp aldermen cited a
procuration from Lübeck in their books. The notary saw the form that a procuration
from Lisbon took, and the Antwerp aldermen could not help but notice how
procurations were drawn up in Lübeck. Hence, if the Antwerp city councillors had
to issue a letter of procuration intended for use in Lübeck, they knew what their
counterparts in Lübeck would expect to see. Procurations looked similar, then,
because the issuing authorities exchanged their documents all the time.

If the document from Antwerp was not worded exactly like one from Lübeck,
however, merchants and councillors in Lübeck were flexible enough to accept them
anyway. This tolerance had some limits, but even if a procuration was deemed
insufficient, the bearer of the procuration was normally allowed to come back again
with a corrected document. This gave them the chance to learn how local procura-
tions were drawn up. For instance, in 1544 in Lübeck Matthias Luchtmaker, in the
name of Andreas Berndes, tried to arrest the goods (cloth) of Helmeken Smydt to
force him to pay back his debts. But he was not able to produce a procuration that
allowed him to do so correctly. The Lübeck city council gave him until midsummer to
produce a letter in an acceptable form.53 The sources give no indication whether he
ended up doing so or not, but it seems likely that if he came back with a revised
procuration, this document would have been accepted by the Lübeck city council. In
the rulings of the city councils of Lübeck and Reval, no case of a complete rejection of
a procuration can be found.

Merchants could also obtain information from their colleagues. Benedetto Cotru-
gli, a fifteenth-century merchant in Ragusa and Naples, wrote in his handbook on the
art of doing business that a good merchant should always aim to live near other
merchants because this would allow him to learn from others and gain more
professional knowledge.54 Merchants met one another at inns and hostels, and they
corresponded with family members and business partners.55 For example, the
Nuremberg merchant Linhart Tucher wrote a letter to his servant in Antwerp and
asked him what a procuration in Paris should look like. His servant, Linhart
Rotengatter, replied that he had forgotten to inquire about that in Paris, but that
he was told (presumably by colleagues in Antwerp) that his current procuration
would suffice.56

53Ebel (ed.), Lübecker Ratsurteile, vol. III, 380, no. 518.
54B. Cotrugli (Raguseo), Il libro dell’arte di mercatura, ed. U. Tucci (Venice, 1990), 210.
55Merchants from Cologne, for instance, stayed at a house called ‘White Falcon’, where Linhart Roten-

gatter, servant of the Nuremberg merchant Linhart Tucher, also wanted to rent a room, as he wrote to his
master in 1519; see Stadtarchiv Nürnberg (SAN), Tucher-Briefe, no. 1510. Inns and hostels could even serve
as spaces where legal transactions could be transacted, as Frankot has shown for Kampen; see E. Frankot,
‘Legal business outside the courts: private and public houses as spaces of law’, in J.W. Armstrong and
E. Frankot (eds.), Cultures of Law in Urban Northern Europe: Scotland and Its Neighbours, c. 1350 – c. 1650
(London, 2020), 173–91.

56SAN, Tucher-Briefe, no. 1515.
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The rules on how to write a procuration thus emerged through the constant
exchange between merchants and the different authorities issuing procurations.
Rules were harmonized by constant exchange between the parties involved. This
process led to harmonization, but not to complete unification. Procurations were
similar enough to be recognized across Europe, but flexible enough to include local
traditions and trends. Apparently, complete uniformity was not necessary to enable
exchange between people from different hometowns. A common merchant culture
did not have to even out local differences. Legal pluralism did not have to be negated
in order to create common customs ofmerchants. Rather, common customs emerged
when people originating from areas with different legal systems met constantly and
repeatedly.57

Conclusion
Co-operation between urban authorities enabled merchants and their proxies to deal
with legal pluralism.Merchants were able to send their representatives fromone town
to another, even though most towns did not share the same law code. This article has
compared procurations from various European cities in order to find out how
exchange between them could work. It turned out that all procurations followed
the same general framework. They were structured around the same constituent
elements and were based on the same notions of public authorization. The actual
wording, however, could vary. The differences between the various procurations did
not result in the creation of a discernable pattern. Every procuration shared some
characteristics with other procurations but differed in other regards. Thus, procura-
tions did not follow a script that could be found, for example, in Roman law, and they
were not aligned to the procurations written by some higher authority. The scribes in
Danzig, for example, were inspired by terms from Roman law and by the procura-
tions the city council received from Antwerp, but they did not follow a Roman law
formula or treat the Antwerp procuration as a model to be followed slavishly. Rather,
a loose and organic common framework emerged since the merchants, notaries and
town councils were in constant exchange with one another.

Proxies provide interesting insights into how the constant exchange between
merchants and urban authorities created its own common norms that served as a
bridge between different legal systems. Legal boundaries could become permeable if
everyone shared some common norms, but also displayed some flexibility and
tolerance for individual traditions.

Town councils thus not only competed with one another in attracting trade, as
Gelderblom pointed out, but also worked together to create a common, but not
unified, framework for trade.58 Co-operation consisted of recognizing the official
documents by other authorities as valid documentation, and of a certain openness to
embracing customs of other towns. No one could force the urban authorities to
co-operate; rather, it was in their own interests to do so. Every authority depended on
others to recognize it, so without mutual recognition, no authority would have been

57Höhn studied legal rules in the Hanse area and reaches similar conclusions: what is commonly regarded
as the Hanse area in northern Europe was not regulated by one single, coherent legal system. Rather, multiple
rules and regulations existed alongside each other, and it was this plurality rather than a standardized unity
that enabled merchants and towns to co-operate; see Höhn, ‘Pluralismus’.

58Gelderblom, Cities of Commerce.
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able to issue procurations or other documents that were taken to other cities. In a way,
legal pluralism did not hinder trade because authorities took it into account: they
accepted different forms of procurations from other authorities and could trust that
their documents would also be recognized in other towns.
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